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Abstract
We introduce rule-of-thumb consumers in an otherwise standard dynamic
sticky price model, and show how their presence can change dramatically the
properties of widely used interest rate rules. In particular, the existence of a
unique equilibrium is no longer guaranteed by an interest rate rule that satisﬁes
the so called Taylor principle. Our ﬁndings call for caution when using estimates
of interest rate rules in order to assess the merits of monetary policy in speciﬁc
historical periods.
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11 Introduction
The study of the properties of alternative monetary policy rules, and the assessment
of their relative merits, has been one of the central themes of the recent literature
on monetary policy. Many useful insights have emerged from that research, with
implications for the practical conduct of monetary policy, and for our understanding
of its role in diﬀerent macroeconomic episodes.
Among some of the recurrent themes, much attention has been drawn to the po-
tential beneﬁts and dangers associated with simple interest rate rules. Thus, while it
has been argued that simple interest rate rules can approximate well the performance
of complex optimal rules in a variety of environments,1 those rules have also been
shown to contain the seeds of unnecessary instability when improperly designed.2
As u ﬃciently strong feedback from endogenous target variables to the short-term
nominal interest rate is often argued to be one of the requirements for the existence
a locally unique rational expectations equilibrium and, hence, for the avoidance of
indeterminacy and ﬂuctuations driven by self-fulﬁlling expectations. For a large num-
ber of models used in applications that determinacy condition can be stated in a way
that is both precise and general: the policy rule must imply an eventual increase in
the real interest rate in response to a sustained increase in the rate of inﬂation. In
other words, the monetary authority must adjust (possibly gradually) the short-term
1This is possibly the main conclusion from the contributions to the Taylor (1999a) volume.
2See, e.g., Kerr and King (1996), Bernanke and Woodford (1997), Taylor (1999b), Clarida, Galí
and Gertler (2000), and Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohé, and Uribe (2001a,b), among others.
1nominal rate more than one-for-one with changes in inﬂation. That condition, which
following Woodford (2001) is often referred to as the Taylor principle, has also been
taken as a benchmark for the purposes of evaluating the stabilizing role of central
banks’ policies in speciﬁc historical periods. Thus, some authors have hypothesized
that the large and persistent ﬂuctuations in inﬂation and output in the late 60s and
70s in the U.S. may have been a consequence of the Federal Reserve’s failure to meet
the Taylor principle in that period; by contrast, the era of low and steady inﬂation
that has characterized most of Volcker and Greenspan’s tenure seems to have been
associated with interest rate policies that satisﬁed the Taylor principle.3
In the present paper we show how the presence of non-Ricardian consumers may
alter dramatically the properties of simple interest rate rules, and overturn some of
the conventional results found in the literature. In particular, we analyze a standard
new Keynesian model modiﬁed to allow for a fraction of consumers who do not borrow
or save in order to smooth consumption, but instead follow a simple rule-of-thumb:
each period they consume their current labor income.
To anticipate our main result: when the central bank follows a rule that implies an
adjustment of the nominal interest rate in response to variations in current inﬂation
a n do u t p u t ,t h es i z eo ft h ei n ﬂation coeﬃcient that is required in order to rule out
multiple equilibria is an increasing function of the weight of rule-of thumb consumers
in the economy (for any given output coeﬃcient). In particular, we show that if the
3See, e.g., Taylor (1999b), and Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2000). Orphanides (2001) argues that
the Fed’s failure to satisfy the Taylor principle was not intentional; instead it was a consequence of
a persistent bias in their real-time measures of potential output.
2weight of such rule-of-thumb consumers is large enough, a Taylor-type rule must imply
a (permanent) change in the nominal interest rate in response to a (permanent) change
in inﬂa t i o nt h a ti ss i g n i ﬁcantly above unity, in order to guarantee the uniqueness of
equilibrium. Hence, the Taylor principle becomes too weak a criterion for stability
when the share of rule-of-thumb consumers is large.
We also ﬁnd that, independently of their weight in the economy, the presence
of rule-of-thumb consumers cannot in itself overturn the conventional result on the
suﬃciency of the Taylor principle. Instead, we argue that it is the interaction of those
consumers with countercyclical markups (resulting from sticky prices in our model)
that lies behind our main result.
In addition to our analysis of a standard contemporaneous rule, we also investigate
the properties of a forward-looking interest rate rule. We show that the conditions
for a unique equilibrium under such a rule are somewhat diﬀerent from those in a
contemporaneous one. In particular, we show that when the share of rule-of-thumb
consumers is suﬃciently large it may not be possible to guarantee a (locally) unique
equilibrium or, if it is possible, it may require that interest rates respond less than
one-for-one to changes in expected inﬂation.
Our framework shares most of the features of recent dynamic optimizing sticky
price models.4 The only diﬀerence lies in the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers,
who are assumed to coexist with conventional Ricardian consumers. While the behav-
4See, e.g., Rotemberg and Woodford (1999), Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999), or Woodford
(2001).
3ior that we assume for rule-of-thumb consumers is admittedly simplistic (and justiﬁed
only on tractability grounds), we believe that their presence captures an important
aspect of actual economies which is missing in conventional models. Empirical sup-
port of non-Ricardian behavior among a substantial fraction of households in the U.S.
and other industrialized countries can be found in Campbell and Mankiw (1989). It
is also consistent, at least prima facie, with the ﬁndings of a myriad of papers reject-
ing the permanent income hypothesis on the basis of aggregate data. While many
authors have stressed the consequences of the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers
for ﬁscal policy,5 the study of its implications for the design of monetary policy is
largely non-existent.6
A number of papers in the literature have also pointed to some of the limitations
of the Taylor principle as a criterion for the stability properties of interest rate rules,
i nt h ep r e s e n c eo fs o m ed e p a r t u r e sf r o ms t a n d a r da s s u m p t i o n s .T h u s ,E d g ea n dR u d d
(2002) and Roisland (2003) show how the Taylor criterion needs to be strengthened
in the presence of taxes on nominal capital income. Fair (2003) argues that the
Taylor principle is not a requirement for stability if aggregate demand responds to
nominal interest rates (as opposed to real rates) and inﬂation has a negative eﬀect on
consumption expenditures (through its eﬀects on real wages and wealth), as it is the
case in estimated versions of his multicountry model. Christiano and Gust (1999) ﬁnd
5See, e.g., Mankiw (2000) and Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2003).
6A recent paper by Amato and Laubach (2003) constitutes an exception. In that paper the
authors derive the appropriate loss function that a benevolent central banker should seek to minimize
in the presence of habit formation and rule-of-thumb consumers.
4that the stability properties of simple interest rate rules are signiﬁcantly altered when
the assumption of limited participation is introduced. Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohé and
Uribe (2001a) demonstrate that an interest rate rule satisfying the Taylor principle
will generally not prevent the existence of multiple equilibrium paths converging to
the liquidity trap steady state that arises in the presence of a zero lower bound on
nominal rates. The present paper can be viewed as complementing that work, by
pointing to an additional independent sourceo fd e v i a t i o n sf r o mt h eT a y l o rp r i n c i p l e
as a criterion for stability of monetary policy rules.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the basic model,
and derives the optimality conditions for consumers and ﬁrms, as well as their log-
linear counterparts. Section 3 contains an analysis of the equilibrium dynamics and
its properties under our baseline interest rate rule, with a special emphasis on the
conditions that the latter must satisfy in order to guarantee uniqueness. Section
4 examines the robustness of those results and the required modiﬁcations when a
forward looking interest rate rules is assumed. Section 5 concludes.
2 A New Keynesian Model with Rule-of-Thumb
Consumers
The economy consists of two types households, a continuum of ﬁrms producing diﬀer-
entiated intermediate goods, a perfectly competitive ﬁnal goods ﬁrm, and a central
bank in charge of monetary policy. Next we describe the objectives and constraints
of the diﬀerent agents. Except for the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers, our
5framework corresponds to a conventional New Keynesian model with staggered price
setting à la Calvo used in numerous recent applications. A feature of our model that
is worth emphasizing is the presence of capital accumulation. That feature has often
been ignored in the recent literature, on the grounds that its introduction does not
alter signiﬁcantly most of the conclusions.7 In our framework, however, the existence
of a mechanism to smooth consumption over time is critical for the distinction be-
tween Ricardian and non-Ricardian consumers to be meaningful, thus justifying the
need for introducing capital accumulation explicitly.8
2.1 Households
We assume a continuum of inﬁnitely-lived households, indexed by i ∈ [0,1].Af r a c t i o n
1 − λ of households have access to capital markets where they can trade a full set
of contingent securities, and buy and sell physical capital (which they accumulate
and rent out to ﬁrms). We use the term optimizing or Ricardian to refer to that
subset of households. The remaining fraction λ of households do not own any assets
nor have any liabilities; they just consume their current labor income. We refer to
them as rule-of-thumb (or non-Ricardian)c o n s u m e r s . D i ﬀerent interpretations for
the latter include myopia, lack of access to capital markets, fear of saving, ignorance
of intertemporal trading opportunities, etc. Campbell and Mankiw (1989) provide
7Among the papers that introduce capital accumulation explicitly in a new Keynesian framework
we can mention King and Watson (1996), Yun (1996), Dotsey (1999), Kim (2000) and Dupor (2002).
8Notice that in the absence of capital accumulation both types of households would behave
identically in equilibrium, thus implying that constraint on the behavior of rule-of-thumb consumers
would not be binding.
6some evidence, based on estimates of a modiﬁed Euler equation, of the quantitative
importance of such rule-of-thumb consumers in the U.S. and other industrialized
economies.
2.1.1 Optimizing Households
Let Co
t,a n dLo
t represent consumption and leisure for optimizing households (hence-
forth we use a “o” superscript to refer to optimizing households’ variables). Prefer-
ences are deﬁned by the discount factor β ∈ (0,1) and the period utility U(Co
t,L o
t).
Optimizing households seek to maximize E0
P∞
t=0 β
t U(Co
t,L o
t),w h e r eLo
t + No
t =1 ,
subject to the sequence of budget constraints,
Pt (C
o
t + I
o
t )+R
−1
t Bt+1 = WtN
o
t + R
k
tK
o
t + Bt + Dt (1)
and the capital accumulation equation
K
o
t+1 =( 1− δ) K
o
t + φ
µ
Io
t
Ko
t
¶
K
o
t (2)
Hence, at the beginning of the period the consumer receives labor income WtNo
t
(where Wt denotes the nominal wage), and income from renting his capital holdings
Ko
t to ﬁr m sa tt h e( n o m i n a l )r e n t a lc o s tRk
t. Bt is the quantity of nominally riskless
one-period bonds carried over from period t−1, and paying one unit of the numéraire
in period t . Rt denotes the gross nominal return on bonds purchased in period
t. Dt are dividends from ownership of ﬁrms. PtCo
t and PtIo
t denote, respectively,
nominal expenditures on consumption and capital goods. Capital adjustment costs
are introduced through the term φ
³
Io
t
Ko
t
´
Ko
t, which determines the change in the
7capital stock (gross of depreciation) induced by investment spending Io
t . We assume
φ
0 > 0,a n dφ
00 ≤ 0,w i t hφ
0(δ)=1 ,a n dφ(δ)=δ. In what follows we specialize the
period utility to take the form U(C,L) ≡ 1
1−σ (CL ν)
1−σ where σ ≥ 0 and ν>0.
The ﬁrst order conditions for the optimizing consumer’s problem can be written
as:
Co
t
Lo
t
=
1
ν
Wt
Pt
(3)
1=Rt Et {Λt,t+1} (4)
PtQt = Et
½
Λt,t+1
·
R
k
t+1 + Pt+1Qt+1
µ
(1 − δ)+φt+1 −
µ
Io
t+1
Ko
t+1
¶
φ
0
t+1
¶¸¾
(5)
Qt =
1
φ
0
³
Io
t
Ko
t
´ (6)
where Λt,t+k is the stochastic discount factor for nominal payoﬀsg i v e nb y :
Λt,t+k ≡ β
k
µ
Co
t+k
Co
t
¶−σ µ
Lo
t+k
Lo
t
¶ν(1−σ) µ
Pt
Pt+k
¶
(7)
and where Qt is the (real) shadow value of capital in place, i.e., Tobin’s Q.N o t i c e
that, under our assumption on φ, the elasticity of the investment-capital ratio with
respect to Q is given by − 1
φ00(δ)δ ≡ η.
2.1.2 Rule-of-Thumb Households
Rule-of-thumb households do not attempt (or are just unable) to smooth their con-
sumption path in the face of ﬂuctuations in labor income. Each period they solve
the static problem, i.e. they maximize their period utility U(Cr
t,L r
t) subject to the
constraint that all their labor income is consumed, that is:
PtC
r
t = WtN
r
t (8)
8and where an “r” superscript is used to denote variables speciﬁct or u l e - o f - t h u m b
households.
The associated ﬁrst order condition is given by:
Cr
t
Lr
t
=
1
ν
Wt
Pt
(9)
w h i c hc o m b i n e dw i t h( 8 )y i e l d s
N
r
t =
1
1+ν
≡ N
r (10)
hence implying a constant employment for rule-of-thumb households9,a sw e l la sa
consumption level proportional to the real wage:10
C
r
t =
1
1+ν
Wt
Pt
(11)
2.1.3 Aggregation
Aggregate consumption and leisure are a weighted average of the corresponding vari-
ables for each consumer type. Formally:
Ct ≡ λC
r
t +( 1− λ) C
o
t (12)
Nt ≡ λN
r
t +( 1− λ) N
o
t (13)
9Alternatively we could have assumed directly a constant labor supply for rule of thumb house-
holds.
10Notice that under our assumptions, real wages are the only source of ﬂuctuations in rule of
thumb households’ disposable income. More realistically, as shown in Gali, Lopez-Salido and Valles
(2003c), the introduction of labor market frictions can generate ﬂuctuations in hours of rule of thumb
consumers, thus implying a second margin of variation in disposable income. In that context, it may
be possible to preserve our ﬁndings even in the presence of wage stickiness (nominal or real). This
constitutes a natural extension of this paper and is part of our ongoing research.
9Similarly, aggregate investment and capital stock are given It ≡ (1 − λ) Io
t ,a n d
Kt ≡ (1 − λ) Ko
t. We can combine (12) and (13) with the optimality conditions (3),
(9), and (10) to obtain,
Nt =
λ
1+ν
+( 1− λ) N
o
t
Ct =
1
ν
µ
Wt
Pt
¶
(1 − Nt) (14)
which will be used below.
2.2 Firms
We assume the existence of a continuum of monopolistically competitive ﬁrms pro-
ducing diﬀerentiated intermediate goods. The latter are used as inputs by a (perfectly
competitive) ﬁrm producing a single ﬁnal good.
2.2.1 Final Goods Firm
The ﬁnal good is produced by a representative, perfectly competitive ﬁrm with a
constant returns technology: Yt =
³R 1
0 Xt(j)
ε−1
ε dj
´ ε
ε−1
,w h e r eXt(j) is the quantity
of intermediate good j used as an input. Proﬁt maximization, taking as given the
ﬁnal goods price Pt and the prices for the intermediate goods Pt(j),f o ra l lj ∈ [0,1],
yields the set of demand schedules, Xt(j)=
³
Pt(j)
Pt
´−ε
Yt. Finally, the zero proﬁt
condition yields, Pt =
³R 1
0 Pt(j)1−ε dj
´ 1
1−ε
.
102.2.2 Intermediate Goods Firm
The production function for a typical intermediate goods ﬁrm (say, the one producing
good j)i sg i v e nb y :
Yt(j)=Kt(j)
α Nt(j)
1−α (15)
where Kt(j) and Nt(j) represents the capital and labor services hired by ﬁrm j.11
Cost minimization, taking the wage and the rental cost of capital as given, implies
the optimality condition
Kt(j)
Nt(j) =
¡
α
1−α
¢ ³
Wt
Rk
t
´
. Hence, real marginal cost is common
to all ﬁrms and given by: MCt = 1
Φ
³
Rk
t
Pt
´α ³
Wt
Pt
´1−α
,w h e r eΦ ≡ αα(1 − α)1−α.
Price Setting Intermediate ﬁrms are assumed to set nominal prices in a staggered
fashion, according to the stochastic time dependent rule proposed by Calvo (1983).
Each ﬁrm resets its price with probability 1−θ each period, independently of the time
elapsed since the last adjustment. Thus, each period a measure 1 − θ of producers
reset their prices, while a fraction θ keep their prices unchanged
A ﬁrm resetting its price in period t will seek to maximize
max
{P∗
t }
Et
∞ X
k=0
θ
k Et {Λt,t+k Yt+k(j)( P
∗
t − Pt+k MCt+k)}
subject to the sequence of demand constraints, Yt+k(j)=Xt+k(j)=
³
P∗
t
Pt+k
´−ε
Yt+k,
where P∗
t represents the price chosen by ﬁrms resetting prices at time t.T h e ﬁrst
order conditions for this problem is:
∞ X
k=0
θ
k Et
½
Λt,t+k Yt+k(j)
µ
P
∗
t −
ε
ε − 1
Pt+k MCt+k
¶¾
=0 (16)
11Without loss of generality we have normalized the level of total factor productivity to unity.
11Finally, the equation describing the dynamics for the aggregate price level is given
by Pt =
£
θP
1−ε
t−1 +( 1− θ)( P∗
t )
1−ε¤ 1
1−ε.
2.3 Monetary Policy
The central bank is assumed to set the nominal interest rate rt ≡ Rt−1 every period
according to a simple linear interest rate rule:
rt = r + φπ πt + φy yt (17)
where φπ ≥ 0,φ y ≥ 0 and r is the steady state nominal interest rate. Notice that
t h er u l ea b o v ei m p l i c i t l ya s s u m e saz e r oi n ﬂation target, which is consistent with the
steady state around which we will log linearize the price setting equation (16). A
rule analogous to (17) was originally proposed by John Taylor (Taylor (1993)) as a
description for the evolution of short-term interest rates in the U.S. under Greenspan.
I th a ss i n c eb e c o m ek n o w na st h eTaylor rule and has been used in numerous theoret-
ical and empirical applications.12 In addition to (17), we also analyze the properties
of a forward-looking interest rate rule, in which interest rates respond to expected
inﬂation and output. We refer the reader to the discussion below for details.
2.4 Market Clearing
The clearing of factor and good markets requires that the following conditions are
satisﬁed for all t: Nt =
R 1
0 Nt(j) dj, Kt =
R 1
0 Kt(j) dj, Yt(j)=Xt(j),f o ra l lj ∈ [0,1]
12This is illustrated in many of the papers contained in the Taylor (1999) volume, which analyze
the properties of rules like (17) or variations thereof in the context a a variety of models.
12and
Yt = Ct + It (18)
2.5 Linearized Equilibrium Conditions
Next we derive the log-linear versions of the key optimality and market clearing con-
ditions that will be used in our analysis of the model’s equilibrium dynamics. For
aggregate variables we generally use lower case letters to denote the logs of the cor-
responding original variables (or their log deviations from steady state), and ignore
constant terms throughout. Some of these conditions hold exactly, while others rep-
resent ﬁrst-order approximations around a zero inﬂation steady state.
2.5.1 Households
The log-linearized versions of the households’ optimality conditions, expressed in
terms of aggregate variables, are presented next. The reader can ﬁnd details of the
derivations in a companion working paper.13 Some of these optimality conditions turn
out to be independent of λ, the weight of rule-of-thumb consumers in the economy.
Among the latter we have the aggregate labor supply schedule that can be derived
taking logs on both sides of (3):
ct + ϕn t = wt − pt (19)
where ϕ ≡ N
1−N . The latter coeﬃcient, which can be interpreted as the inverse of
the Frisch aggregate labor supply elasticity, can be shown to be independent of λ.14
13See Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2003a).
14More speciﬁcally, ϕ is given by: ϕ ≡ N
1−N = 1
ν
(ρ+δ)(1−α)
ρ+δ(1−α)+µ(ρ+δ).
13The log-linearized equations describing the dynamics of Tobin’s Q (6)and its re-
lationship with investment (5)are also independent of λ, and given respectively by
qt = βE t{qt+1} +[ 1− β(1 − δ)] Et{(r
k
t+1 − pt+1)} − (rt − Et{πt+1}) (20)
and
it − kt = ηq t (21)
T h es a m ei n v a r i a n c et oλ holds for the log-linearized capital accumulation equa-
tion:
kt+1 = δi t +( 1− δ) kt (22)
The only aggregate equilibrium condition that is aﬀected by the weight of rule-of-
thumb consumers turns out to be the log-linearized aggregate Euler equation, which
takes the form
ct = Et{ct+1} −
1
σ
(rt − Et{πt+1} − ρ) − Θ Et{∆nt+1} (23)
where Θ ≡
ϕλ
1−λ +
(1− 1
σ)νϕ
(1−λ) .
Notice that the possibility of a non-separable utility (σ 6=1 )j u s t i ﬁes in itself the
presence of the term involving expected employment growth in the aggregate Euler
equation. Notice, however, that in the absence of rule-of-thumb consumers we have
Θ =( 1− 1
σ)νϕ < 1,s i n c eνϕ ∈ (0,1). In general, however, the size of Θ is a highly
nonlinear function of λ, the weight of rule-of-thumb consumers. As discussed below,
that eﬀect can potentially alter the local stability properties of the dynamical system
describing the equilibrium.
142.5.2 Firms
Log-linearization of (16) and the deﬁnition of aggregate price level, around the zero
inﬂation steady state, yields the familiar equation describing the dynamics of inﬂation
as a function of the deviations of the average (log) markup from its steady state level
πt = βE t{πt+1} − τµ t (24)
where τ =
(1−βθ)(1−θ)
θ and (ignoring constant terms)
µt =( yt − nt) − (wt − pt)=( yt − kt) − (r
k
t − pt) (25)
Furthermore, it can be shown that the following aggregate production function
holds, up to a ﬁrst order approximation:
yt = αk t +( 1− α) nt (26)
2.5.3 Market clearing
Log-linearization of the market clearing condition of the ﬁnal good around the steady
state yields:
yt = γc ct +( 1− γc) it (27)
where γc ≡ C
Y =1−
δα(1−1
ε)
(ρ+δ) is the aggregate consumption share in the steady state,
which is independent of the weight of rule-of-thumb consumers.
3 Analysis of Equilibrium Dynamics
We can now combine equilibrium conditions (19)-(27) to obtain a system of diﬀerence
equations describing the log-linearized equilibrium dynamics of our model economy.
15After several straightforward though tedious substitutions described in Appendix 3,
we can reduce that system to one involving four variables:
A Et{xt+1} = Bx t (28)
where xt ≡ (nt,c t,π t,k t)0.. Notice that nt,c t,π t,k t are expressed in terms of
log deviations from their values in the zero inﬂation steady state. The elements of
matrices A and B are all functions of the underlying structural parameters.15
Notice that xt =0for all t , which corresponds to the perfect foresight zero
inﬂation steady state, always constitutes a solution to the above system. This should
not be surprising, given that for simplicity we have not introduced any fundamental
shocks in our model. In the remainder of the paper we study the conditions under
which the solution to (28) is unique and converges to the steady state, for any given
initial capital stock. In doing so we restrict our analysis to solutions of (28) (i.e.,
equilibrium paths) which remain within a small neighborhood of the steady state.16
Before we turn to that task, we discuss brieﬂy the calibration that we use as a baseline
for that analysis.
3.1 Baseline Calibration
The model is calibrated to a quarterly frequency. Table 1 summarizes compactly the
values assumed for the diﬀerent parameters in the baseline calibration. The rate of
depreciation δ is set to 0.025 (implying a 10 percent annual rate). The elasticity of
15See the appendix in Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2003a).
16See, e.g., Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2001a) for a discussion of the caveats associated
with that approach.
16output with respect to capital, α, is assumed to be 1
3, a value roughly consistent with
the observed labor income share given any reasonable steady state markup. With
regard to preference parameters, we set the discount factor β equal to 0.99 (implying
a steady state real annual return of 4 percent). The elasticity of substitution across
intermediate goods, ε, is set to 6, a value consistent with a steady state markup µ of
0.2. The previous parameters are kept at their baseline values throughout the present
section.
Next we turn to the parameters for which some sensitivity analysis is conducted,
by examining a range of values in addition to their baseline settings. We set the
baseline value for parameter ν in a way consistent with a unit Frisch elasticity of
labor supply (i.e., ϕ =1 ) in our baseline calibration. That choice is associated
with a fraction of time allocated to work in the steady state given by N = 1
2.W e
choose a baseline value of one for σ, which corresponds to a separable (log-log) utility
speciﬁcation. The fraction of ﬁrms that keep their prices unchanged, θ,i sg i v e na
baseline value of 0.75, which corresponds to an average price duration of one year.
This is consistent with the ﬁndings reported in Taylor (1999c). Following King and
Watson (1996), we set η, the elasticity of investment with respect to Tobin’s Q,e q u a l
to 1.0 under our baseline calibration.17 Finally, we set φπ =1 .5 and φy =0 .5 as the
baseline values for the interest rate rule coeﬃcients, in a way consistent with Taylor’s
17Other authors who have worked with an identical speciﬁcation of capital adjustment costs have
considered alternative calibrations of that elasticity. Thus, e.g., Dotsey (1999) assumes an elasticity
of 0.25; Dupor (2002) assumes a baseline elasticity of 5; Baxter and Crucini (1993) set a baseline
value of 15; Abel (1980) estimates that elasticity to be between 0.3 and 0.5 .
17(1993) characterization of U.S. monetary policy under Greenspan.
Much of the sensitivity analysis below focuses on the weight of rule-of-thumb
households (λ) and its interaction with θ, σ, ϕ, η,a n dφπ and φy.
3.2 Determinacy Analysis
Vector xt contains three non-predetermined variables (hours, consumption and inﬂa-
tion) and a predetermined one (capital stock). Hence, the solution to (28) is unique
if and only if three eigenvalues of matrix A−1B lie outside the unit circle, and one
lies inside.18 Alternatively, if there is more than one eigenvalue of A−1B inside the
unit circle the equilibrium is locally indeterminate: for any initial capital stock there
exists a continuum of deterministic equilibrium paths converging to the steady state,
and the possibility of stationary sunspot ﬂuctuations arises. On the other hand, if
all the eigenvalues A−1B lie outside the unit circle, there is no solution to (28) that
converges to the steady state, unless the initial capital stock happens to be at its
steady state level (in which case xt =0for all t is the only non-explosive solution).
Below our focus is on how the the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers may inﬂuence
the conﬁguration of eigenvalues of the dynamical system, and hence the properties of
the equilibrium.
3.3 The Taylor Principle and Indeterminacy
We start by exploring the conditions for the existence of a unique equilibrium as a
function of the degree of price stickiness (indexed by parameter θ)a n dt h ew e i g h to f
18See, e.g., Blanchard and Kahn (1980).
18rule-of-thumb households (indexed by parameter λ) under an interest rate rule like
(17). As shown by Bullard and Mitra (2002) and Woodford (2001), in a version of
the model above with neither capital nor rule-of-thumb consumers, a necessary and
suﬃcient condition for the existence of a (locally) unique equilibrium is given by19
φπ > 1 −
(1 − β) φy
τ(1 + ϕ)
(29)
A rule like (17) which meets the condition above is said to satisfy the Taylor
principle. As discussed in Woodford (2001), such a rule guarantees that in response
to permanent change in inﬂation (and, hence, in output), the nominal interest rate is
adjusted more than one-for-one. In the particular case of a zero coeﬃcient on output
the Taylor principle is satisﬁed whenever φπ > 1. More generally, as (29) makes clear,
it is possible for the equilibrium to be unique for values of φπ less than one, as long
as as the central bank raises the interest rate suﬃciently in response to an increase in
output. In other words, in the canonical model there is some substitutability between
the size of the response to output and that of the response to inﬂation. As shown in
Dupor (2002) and further illustrated below, the previous ﬁnding carries over, at least
qualitatively, to a version of the model with capital accumulation and fully Ricardian
consumers. In particular, when φy =0the condition for uniqueness is given by
φπ > 1.
Next we analyze the extent to which those conditions need to be modiﬁed in
order to guarantee the existence of a unique equilibrium in the model with rule-of-
19As in Bullard and Mitra (2002) we restrict ourselves to non-negative values of φπ and φy.
19thumb consumers laid out above. A key ﬁnding of our paper is illustrated by Figure
1. That ﬁgure represents the equilibrium properties of our model economy for all
conﬁgurations of λ and θ, under the assumption of φπ =1 .5 and φy =0 .5, parameter
values that clearly satisfy the Taylor criterion in standard models. In particular,
the ﬁgure displays the regions in the parameter space (λ, θ)that are associated with
the presence of uniqueness and multiplicity of a rational expectations equilibrium
in a neighborhood of the steady state. Notice that each graph corresponds to an
alternative pair of settings for the risk aversion coeﬃcient σ and the inverse labor
supply elasticity ϕ.
Ak e yﬁnding emerges clearly: the combination of a high degree of price stickiness
with a large share of rule-of-thumb consumers rules out the existence of a unique
equilibrium converging to the steady state. Instead, the economy is characterized
in that case by indeterminacy of equilibrium (dark region). Conversely, if (a) prices
are suﬃciently ﬂexible (low θ) and/or (b) the share of rule-of-thumb consumers is
suﬃciently small (low λ), the existence of a unique equilibrium is guaranteed. That
ﬁnding holds irrespective of the assumed values for σ and ϕ, even though the relative
size of the diﬀe r e n tr e g i o n sc a nb es e e nt od e p e n do nt h o s ep a r a m e t e r s .I np a r t i c u l a r ,
the size of the uniqueness region appears to shrink as σ and ϕ increase. In sum, as
made clear by Figure 1, the Taylor principle may no longer be a useful criterion for
the design of interest rate rules in economies with strong nominal rigidities and a
substantial weight of rule-of-thumb consumers.
20Importantly, while the previous result has been illustrated under the assumption
of φπ =1 .5 and φy =0 .5 (the values proposed by Taylor (1993)), similar patterns
arise for a large set of conﬁgurations of those coeﬃcients that would be associated
with the existence of a unique equilibrium in the absence of rule-of-thumb consumers.
The size of the indeterminacy region can be shown to shrink gradually as the size
of the interest rate response to inﬂation and output increases (while keeping other
parameters constant). In particular, for any given value of the output coeﬃcient, φy
(and given a conﬁguration of settings for the remaining parameters), the minimum
threshold value for the inﬂation coeﬃcient φπ consistent with an unique equilibrium
lies above the one corresponding to the model without rule-of-thumb consumers. In
other words, a strengthened condition on the size of the response of interest rates to
changes in inﬂation is required in that case. Next, we provide an explicit analysis of
the variation in the threshold value for φπ,a saf u n c t i o no fd i ﬀerent parameter values
and, most importantly, as a function of the share of rule-of-thumb households.
3.4 Interest Rate Rules and Rule-of-Thumb Consumers: Re-
quirements for Stability
Figure 2 plots the threshold value of φπ that is required for a unique equilibrium
as a function of the share of rule-of-thumb consumers, for three alternative values
of φy: 0.5 (our baseline case), 0.0 (the pure inﬂation targeting case) and 1.0 (as in
the modiﬁed Taylor rule considered in Taylor (1999c)). For convenience, we plot the
inverse of the threshold value of φπ.20 We notice that as φy increases, the threshold
20The inverse of the threshold value is bounded, which facilitates graphical display.
21value for φπ falls, for any given share of rule-of-thumb consumers. Yet, as the Figure
makes clear, the fact that the central bank is responding to output does not relieve
i tf r o mt h en e e dt or e s p o n dt oi n ﬂation on a more than one-for-one basis, once a
certain share of rule-of-thumb consumers is attained. Furthermore, as in our baseline
case, the size of the minimum required response is increasing in that share. Thus, for
instance, when φy =0 .0 the central bank needs to vary the nominal rate in response
to changes in inﬂation on a more than one-for-one basis whenever the share of rule-of-
thumb consumers is above 0.57.I np a r t i c u l a r ,w h e nλ = 2
3,t h ei n ﬂation coeﬃcient φπ
must lie above 6 (approximately) in order to guarantee a unique equilibrium. Even
though our simple-minded rule-of-thumb consumers do not have a literal counterpart
that would allow us to determine λ with precision, we view these values as falling
within the range of empirical plausibility given some of the existing micro and macro
evidence. In particular, estimated Euler equations for aggregate consumption whose
speciﬁcation allows for the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers point to values for λ
in the neighborhood of one-half (Campbell and Mankiw (1989)). In addition, and as
recently surveyed in Mankiw (2000), recent empirical microeconomic evidence tends
to support that ﬁnding. 21
Figures 3a - 3d, display similar information for alternative calibrations of θ, ϕ,
η,a n dσ, respectively, with all other parameters set at their baseline values in each
21Empirical estimates of the marginal propensity to consume out of current income range from
0.35 up to 0.6 (see Souleles (1999)) or even 0.8 (see Shea (1995)), values that are well above those
implied by the permanent income hypothesis. On the other hand Wolﬀ (1998) reports that the mean
net worth of the lowest two quintiles of the US wealth distribution is only $ 900.
22case. For convenience we set φy =0 , for in that case the Taylor principle takes a very
simple form: the threshold value for φπ in the absence of rule-of-thumb consumers
is equal to one, which provides a convenient benchmark. The picture that emerges
is, qualitatively, similar to that of Figure 2 with φy =0 .N o t i c eﬁrst that, in every
case considered, the threshold value for φπ is equal to one,s ol o n ga st h ew e i g h to f
rule-of-thumb consumers is suﬃciently low. Once a certain weight for λ is attained,
the lower bound for φπ can be seen to increase rapidly with the share of rule-of-
thumb consumers. Regarding the inﬂuence of the parameters under consideration,
the main qualitative ﬁndings can be summarized as follows: the deviation from the
Taylor principle criterion seems to become more likely and/or quantitatively larger
the stronger is the degree of price stickiness (i.e., the higher is θ), the lower is the
labor supply elasticity (i.e., the higher is ϕ), the more convex capital adjustment
costs are (i.e., the lower is η), and the higher is the risk aversion parameter σ.
3.5 Impulse Responses and Economic Mechanisms
As discussed above, in the standard new Keynesian framework with a representative
consumer, the Taylor principle generally constitutes the appropriate criterion for
determining whether an interest rate rule of the sort considered in the literature will
guarantee or not a unique equilibrium, and thus rule out the possibility of sunspot-
driven ﬂuctuations. The basic intuition goes as follows. Suppose that, in the absence
of any shock to fundamentals that could justify it, there was an increase in the level of
economic activity, with agents anticipating the latter to return only gradually to its
23original (steady state) level. That increase in economic activity would be associated
with increases in hours, lower markups (because of sticky prices), and persistently
high inﬂation (resulting from the attempts by ﬁrms adjusting prices to re-establish
their desired markups). But an interest rate rule that satisﬁed the Taylor principle
would generate high real interest rates along the adjustment path, and hence, would
call for a low level of consumption and investment relative to the steady state. The
implied impact on aggregate demand would make it impossible to sustain the initial
boom, thus rendering it inconsistent with a rational expectations equilibrium.
Consider instead the dynamic response of the economy to such an exogenous
revision in expectations when the weight of rule-of-thumb consumers is suﬃciently
high to allow for multiple equilibria even though the interest rate rule satisﬁes the
Taylor principle. That response is illustrated graphically in Figure 4, which displays
the simulated responses to an expansionary sunspot shock for a calibrated version
of our model economy meeting the above criteria. In particular we set φπ =1 .5,
φy =0 .5 and λ =0 .85. The presence of rule-of-thumb consumers, combined with
countercyclical markups, makes it possible to break the logic used above to rule out
a sunspot-driven variation in economic activity. Two features are critical here. First,
the decline in markups resulting from sluggish price adjustment allows real wages to
go up (this eﬀect is stronger in economies with a low labor supply elasticity) in spite of
the decline in labor productivity associated with higher employment. Secondly, and
most importantly, the increase in real wages generates a boom in consumption among
24rule-of-thumb consumers. If the weight of the latter in the economy is suﬃciently
important, the rise in their consumption will more than oﬀs e tt h ed e c l i n ei nt h a to f
Ricardian consumers, as well as the drop in aggregate investment( b o t hg e n e r a t e d
by the rise in interest rates). As a result, aggregate demand will rise, thus making
it possible to sustain the persistent boom in output that was originally anticipated
by agents. That possibility is facilitated by the presence of highly convex adjustment
costs (low η), which will mute the investment response, together with a low elasticity
of intertemporal substitution (a high σ), which will dampen the response of the
consumption of Ricardian households.
4A F o r w a r d - L o o k i n g R u l e
In the present section we analyze the properties of our model when the central bank
follows a forward-looking interest rate rule of the form
rt = r + φπ Et{πt+1} + φy Et{yt+1} (30)
The rule above corresponds to a particular case of the speciﬁcation originally
proposed by Bernanke and Woodford (1997), and estimated by Clarida, Galí and
Gertler (1998, 2000).22 Dupor (2002) analyzes the equilibrium properties of a rule
identical to (30) in the context of a new Keynesian model with capital accumulation
similar to the one used in the present paper, though without rule-of-thumb consumers.
His analysis suggests that the Taylor principle remains a useful criterion for this kind
22In Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2003a) we also provide an analysis of the properties of a
backward looking rule. For the most part those properties are qualitatively similar to those of a
forward looking rule.
25of economies, but with an important additional constraint: φπ should not lie above
some upper limit φ
u
π > 1 (which in turn depends on φy)i no r d e rf o rt h er a t i o n a l
expectations equilibrium to be (locally) unique. In other words, in addition to the
usual lower bound associated to the Taylor principle, there is an upper bound to the
size of the response to expected inﬂa t i o nt h a tm u s tb es a t i s ﬁed; if that upper bound
is overshot the equilibrium becomes indeterminate. A similar result has been shown
analytically in the context of a similar model without capital. See, e.g., Bernanke
and Woodford (1997) and Bullard and Mitra (2002).23
How does the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers aﬀect the previous result?
Figure 5 represents graphically the interval of φπ values for which a unique equilibrium
exists, as a function of the weight of rule-of-thumb consumers λ,a n df o ra l t e r n a t i v e
values of φy..
First, when φy =0and for low values of λ (roughly below 0.6) the qualitative
result found in the literature carries over to our economy: the uniqueness requires
that φπ lies within some interval bounded below by 1. Interestingly, for this region,
t h es i z eo ft h a ti n t e r v a ls h r i n k sg r a d u a l l ya sλ increases. That result is consistent
with the ﬁndings of Dupor (2002) for the particular case of λ =0(no rule-of-thumb
consumers).
Most interestingly (and surprisingly), when the weight of rule-of-thumb consumers
λ lies above a certain threshold, the properties of the forward-looking rule change
23More recently, Levin, Wieland and Williams (2003) have shown that the existence of such an
upper threshold is inherent to a variety of forward-looking rules, with the uniqueness region generally
shrinking as the forecast horizon is raised.
26dramatically. In particular, a value for φπ below unity is needed in order to guarantee
the existence of a unique rational expectations equilibrium. In other words, the
central bank would be ill advised if it were to follow a forward-looking rule satisfying
the Taylor principle, since that policy would necessarily generate an indeterminate
equilibrium.24
As y s t e m a t i cr e s p o n s eo ft h ei n t e r e s tr a t et oc h a n g e si no u t p u t( φy > 0), even
if small in size, has a signiﬁcant impact on the stability properties of our model
economy. Thus, for low values of λ, a positive setting for φy tends to raise the upper
threshold for φπ consistent with a unique equilibrium. As seen in the four consecutive
graphs of Figure 5, the eﬀect of φy on the size of the uniqueness region appears to
be non-monotonic, increasing very quickly for low values of φy and shrinking back
gradually for higher values. On the other hand, for higher values of λ, the opposite
eﬀect takes place: the interval of φπ values for which there is a unique equilibrium
b e c o m e ss m a l l e ra sw ei n c r e a s et h es i z eo ft h eo u t p u tc o e ﬃcient relative to the φy =0
case. In fact, under our baseline calibration, when φy =0 .5 and for λ suﬃciently high,
an indeterminate equilibrium arises regardless of the value of the inﬂation coeﬃcient.
The high sensitivity of the model’s stability properties to the size of the output
coeﬃcient in a forward-looking interest rate rule in a model with capital accumulation
(but no rule-of-thumb consumers) had already been noticed by Dupor (2002). The
above analysis raises an important qualiﬁcation (and warning) on such earlier results:
24See Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2003a) for a discussion of the reasons why a large presence of
rule-of-thumb consumers make it possible for a rule that responds less than one-for-one to (expected)
inﬂation to be consistent with a unique equilibrium.
27in the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers an aggressive response to output does not
seem warranted, for it can only reduce the region of inﬂation coeﬃcients consistent
with a unique equilibrium. On the other hand, a small response to output has the
opposite eﬀect: it tends to enlarge the size of the uniqueness region.
In summary, when the central bank follows a forward-looking rule like (30) the
presence of rule-of-thumb consumers either shrinks the interval of φπ values for which
the equilibrium is unique (in the case of low λ), or makes a passive policy necessary
to guarantee that uniqueness (for high values of λ).
5 Concluding Remarks
The Taylor principle, i.e., the notion that central banks should raise (lower) nominal
interest rates more than one-for-one in response to a rise (decline) in inﬂation, is
generally viewed as a prima facie criterion in the assessment of a monetary policy.
T h u s ,a ni n t e r e s tr a t er u l et h a ts a t i s ﬁes the Taylor principle is viewed as a policy
with stabilizing properties, whereas the failure to meet the Taylor criterion is often
pointed to as a possible explanation for periods characterized by large ﬂuctuations in
inﬂation and widespread macroeconomic instability.
In the present paper we have provided a simple but potentially important qualiﬁca-
tion to that view. We have shown how the presence of rule-of-thumb (non-Ricardian)
consumers in an otherwise standard dynamic sticky price model, can alter the prop-
erties of simple interest rate rules dramatically. The intuition behind the important
role played by rule-of-thumb consumers is easy to grasp: the behavior of those house-
28holds is, by deﬁnition, insulated from the otherwise stabilizing force associated with
changes in real interest rates. We summarize our main results as follows.
1. Under a contemporaneous interest rate rule, the existence of a unique equilib-
rium is no longer guaranteed by the Taylor principle when the weight of rule-
of-thumb consumers attains a certain threshold. Instead the central bank may
be required to pursue a more anti-inﬂationary policy than it would otherwise
be needed.
2. Under a forward-looking interest rate rule, the presence of rule-of-thumb con-
sumers also complicates substantially the central bank’s task, by shrinking the
range of responses to inﬂation consistent with a unique equilibrium (when the
share of rule-of-thumb consumers is relatively low), or by requiring that a pas-
sive interest rate rule is followed (when the share of rule-of-thumb consumers is
large).
We interpret the previous results as raising a call for caution on the part of central
banks when designing their monetary policy strategies: the latter should not ignore
the potential importance of rule-of-thumb consumers (or, more broadly speaking, pro-
cyclical components of aggregate demand that are insensitive to interest rates). From
that viewpoint, our ﬁndings suggest that if the share of rule-of-thumb consumers is
non-negligible the strength of the interest rate response to contemporaneous inﬂation
may have to be increased in order to avoid multiple equilibria. But if that share takes
a high value, the size of the response required to guarantee a unique equilibrium may
29be too large to be credible, or even to be consistent with a non-negative nominal rate.
In that case, our ﬁndings suggest that the central bank should consider adopting a
passive rule that responds to expected inﬂation only (as an alternative to a rule that
responds to current inﬂation with a very high coeﬃcient). It is clear, however, that
such an alternative would have practical diﬃculties, especially from the viewpoint of
communication with the public.
The above discussion notwithstanding, it is not the objective of the present paper
to come up with speciﬁc policy recommendations: our model is clearly too simplistic
to be taken at face value, and any sharp conclusion coming out of it might not be
robust to alternative speciﬁcations. On the other hand we believe our analysis is
useful in at least one regard: it points to some important limitations of the Taylor
principle as a simple criterion for the assessment of monetary policy when rule-of-
thumb consumers (or the like) are present in the economy. In that respect, our
ﬁndings call for caution when interpreting estimates of interest rate rules similar to
the ones analyzed in the present paper in order to assess the merits of monetary policy
in speciﬁc historical periods.25 In particular, our results suggest that evidence on the
size of the response of interest rates to changes in inﬂation should not automatically
be viewed as allowing for indeterminacy and sunspot ﬂuctuations (if the estimates
suggest that the Taylor principle is not met) nor, alternatively, as guaranteeing a
unique equilibrium (if the Taylor principle is shown to be satisﬁed in the data).
Knowledge of the exact speciﬁcation of the interest rate rule (e.g. whether it is
25See, e.g., Taylor (1999b) and Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2000).
30forward looking or not) as well as other aspects of the model would be required for
a proper assessment of the stabilizing properties of historical monetary policy rules.
In addition to its implications for the stability of interest rate rules, the presence of
rule-of-thumb consumers is also likely to have an inﬂuence in the nature of the central
bank objective function. Early results along these lines, though in the context of a
model somewhat diﬀerent from the one in the present paper, can be found in Amato
and Laubach (2003). We think that the derivation of optimal monetary policy rules
as well as the assessment of simple policy rules using a welfare based criteria can be
a fruitful line of research.
More generally, we believe that the introduction of rule-of-thumb consumers in
dynamic general equilibrium models used for policy analysis not only enhances sig-
niﬁcantly the realism of those models, but it can also allow us to uncover interesting
insights that may be relevant for the design of policies and helpful in our eﬀorts to
understand many macroeconomic phenomena. An illustration of that potential use-
fulness can be found in a companion paper (Galí, López-Salido and Valles (2003c)),
where we have argued that the presence of rule-of-thumb consumers may help account
for the observed eﬀects of ﬁscal policy shocks, some of which are otherwise hard to
explain with conventional new Keynesian or neoclassical models.
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36T a b l e1 .B a s e l i n eC a l i b r a t i o n
Parameters Values Description of the Parameters
δ 0.025 Depreciation rate
α 1/3 Elasticity of output with respect to capital
β 0.99 Discount factor
ε 6 Elasticity of substitution among intermediate goods
ϕ 1 Inverse of the (Frisch) labor supply elasticity
σ 1 Relative risk aversion
θ 3/4 Fraction of ﬁrms that leave their prices unchanged
η 1 Elasticity of investment to Tobin’s Q
φπ 1.5 Inﬂation coeﬃcient in interest rate rule
φy 0.5 Output coeﬃcient in interest rate rule
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Figure 1 
Rule-of-Thumb Consumers, Price Stickiness and Indeterminacy 
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Note: Simulations based on the parameter values of the Table 1 and the baseline Taylor 
rule with  Φπ=1.5 and Φy=0.5. 
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Rule-of-Thumb Consumers and  
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Note: Simulations based on the parameter values of the Table 1 and the baseline Taylor 
rule. The threshold inflation coefficient is the lowest value of  Φπ that gurantees a 
unique solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3 
Rule-of-Thumb Consumers and  
the Threshold Inflation Coefficient 
 
 a.  The Role of Price stickiness       b. The Role of Labor Supply Elasticity   
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c. The Role of Capital Adjustment Costs        d. The Role of Risk Aversion 
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Note: Simulations based on the parameter values of the Table 1 and the baseline Taylor rule 
under ΦY =0. The threshold inflation coefficient is the lowest value of  Φπ that guarantees a 
unique solution. 
 
 
 
 Figure 4 
Dynamic Responses to a Sunspot Shock 
Baseline Taylor Rule (Φπ=1.5, Φy=0.5, λ=0.85) 
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Note: Simulations based on the parameter values of the Table 1 and the baseline  Taylor 
rule  under Φπ=1.5, Φy=0.5,  λ=0.85.  
 
 
Figure 5 
Rule-of-Thumb Consumers and Indeterminacy 
The Forward Looking Rule Taylor Rule 
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Note: Simulations based on the parameter values of the Table 1 and the forward looking 
Taylor rule. 